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***Your #1 GED® Practice Test Resource***GED® Exam Practice Questions are the simplest
way to prepare for the GED® test. Practice is an essential part of preparing for a test and
improving a test taker's chance of success. The best way to practice taking a test is by going
through lots of GED® practice questions.GED® is a registered trademark of the American
Council on Education (ACE) and administered exclusively by GED Testing Service LLC under
license. This material is not endorsed or approved by ACE or GED Testing Service.If someone
has never taken a GED® practice test, then they are unprepared for the types of questions and
answer choices that they will encounter on the official test. There is a tremendous advantage to
someone taking the test who is already familiar with the questions and answer choices.Another
advantage of taking GED® practice tests is that you can assess your performance and decide
whether you need to study and practice more or if you're already prepared enough to achieve
success on your test day. If you do well on GED® practice tests, then you know you're prepared.
If you struggle on the practice test, then you know you still have more work to do.Our GED®
Exam Practice Questions give you the opportunity to test your knowledge on a set of questions.
You could know everything that is going to be covered on the test but still perform poorly if you
have not had a chance to practice. Repetition is a key to success and using GED® practice test
questions allows you to reinforce your strengths and improve your weaknesses.Detailed answer
explanations are also included for each question. It may sound obvious, but you have to know
which questions you missed (and more importantly why you missed them) to be able to avoid
making the same mistakes again when you take the real test. That's why our GED® Exam
Practice Questions include answer keys with detailed answer explanations. These in-depth
answer explanations will allow you to better understand any GED® questions that were difficult
for you or that you needed more help to understand.

Our Study Guide for the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam Is Unlike Any OtherIf you'd like to get
the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam score you deserve, to quit worrying about whether your
score on the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam is "good enough," and to beat the test taking game
so you can become a RNC credentialed inpatient obstetric nurse, then this might be the most
important message you read this year.Our comprehensive study guide for the Inpatient Obstetric
Nurse Exam is written by our Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam experts, who painstakingly
researched the topics and the concepts that you need to know to do your best on the Inpatient
Obstetric Nurse Exam. Our original research into the Inpatient Obstetric Nursing Examination,
offered by the National Certification Corporation (NCC), reveals the specific content areas and
the essential skills that are critical for you to know on the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam. We've
taken the information and developed a study guide that is guaranteed to help you be successful



on the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam.Now, we know you may be skeptical, so let us give you
three good reasons we can back up what we claim:The Three Reasons To Believe What We
SayThe First Reason:Our company's name is Mometrix Test Preparation, and we have a team of
standardized test researchers who have worked on developing our study guide for the Inpatient
Obstetric Nurse Exam. The standards for who gets to work on the team are very strict- we
demand the best for our customers, and only those who met our exacting standards made the
cut. The dedicated research staff have years of combined experience in mastering the content
and skills necessary to succeed on the toughest exams.The Second Reason:Some academic
studies have revealed that test takers do not really benefit from the traditional test preparation
process. But we knew there had to be a solution- if test takers were not doing well on the
Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam despite high intelligence, there had to be a set of secret keys to
the test that would open the door of success for these test takers.We believe we have
succeeded in finding the secret keys of the exam. What we found was surprising, and in some
cases ridiculously simple once explained to the average test taker.We put the findings together
in a thorough, concise study guide that we believe allows any test taker, at any skill level, to
improve his or her results dramatically with a minimum of effort.The Third Reason:We created
the product in part because we were frustrated by the options available to test takers who really
wanted to do well on the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam.A common approach is to TEACH the
material, instead of TEACHING THE TEST. That's not necessarily good enough for the Inpatient
Obstetric Nurse Exam- you have to know how to apply the knowledge. Most test takers already
have a general knowledge of the material that will be covered on the exam.One reason some
test takers do well on the day of the test is that they have made the critical connection between
the material they learned and how to use the material to succeed on the Inpatient Obstetric
Nurse Exam.Our guide addresses the difference between merely knowing the material and
knowing how to use the material to perform on test day.You're going to save time, money, and
aggravation. You'll learn to avoid the mistakes and the bad strategies that you've been vulnerable
to. --Just for starters, here are some ways our product can help your score on the Inpatient
Obstetric Nurse Exam...The Exclusive Test Taking TechniquesKeys to questions that "give away"
the wrong (or right) answers- You get credit for some of the questions without really even
knowing anything about themGet quick, customized help for the questions you have- just send
us a quick email and we'll get back to you promptly with the answer.Details the EXACT STUDY
PLAN for the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam that we believe gives the most results in the least
time- No matter if you're studying for a week or a month, you won't waste the precious study time
you have on useless activitiesOur researchers are more than just academic theoreticians who
understand the technical nature of standardized tests, but are also experts on test taking itself-
they reveal the exact skills and the information you'll need to perform under pressure during the
test.A systematic analysis and the best breakdown into "plain language" of how to deconstruct
and master the toughest problems- You turn the problems that most of the test takers will
stumble over to your advantageLearn why, when, and how to guess to your advantage. Many



test takers use exactly the wrong strategy, but you can avoid the pitfalls with the help of our
standardized test expertsIncludes instructions detailing the best way for you to get started with
your preparation efforts so you can begin the path of improving your scores immediatelyThe
most efficient and accurate method for picking the right answer every time- You won't be
scratching your head trying to read the mind of the test question writer, but will instead know
exactly what to look for to pick the best answerCourteous, unlimited customer service is 100%
free- if you need the product emailed to a different address, lose the product, or have any other
difficulty- the help you need is just a short email away and our representatives are active 7 days
a week helping customersThe research of our team of test experts is 100% independent and
originalOur exclusive "calibration strategy" to help you never go too fast OR too slow when
answering even the toughest questionsThe 5-step process we've developed, what we call the
"phased" approach, concerning the use of the various study aids and practice testsHow the
problem of procrastination can kill your chance of success, and the most important thing you can
do about itHow to know when you've studied as much as you need to for the exam- and the
reason why we think some people should spend LESS time studying for the testThe Top 20
things you should take care of within 24 hours of taking the test- use the list we provide as a
checklist to make sure you've taken care of the "little things" in addition to studying hardHow to
predict the right answer before you see the answer choices- and how to prevent the wrong
answers from "polluting" your mind and tempting you into a trap designed by the test writersWhy
answers that "sound" correct are often the very ones that are wrong- and how to tell the
difference between the right answer and the many clever-sounding traps set for you by the test
writersOur "benchmark" method for deciding which of the answer choices you should pickHow
some of the random bits of information in a question often "give away" the right answer
choiceHow to "milk the question" for clues to the right answer even if you have no idea what the
question is asking aboutHow to avoid panicking when you don't know the answer to a question-
we offer a systematic method that will serve as the "lifeline" you need to minimize the time
wasted on the test questions that leave you stumped --What to do about the tough questions
that you have no clue how to answer- don't just give up, use the advice we offer to make sure
you give yourself the best chance of getting the right answerHow to use our brainstorming
method to get "inside the question" and reveal the hard-to-find clues and some of the subtle
things you didn't realize you knewDo you know what a "hedge phrase" is? Learn why looking for
the key "weasel words" in the question can help identify the correct answerWhy "new
information" in the answer choices almost always means that the answer choice is wrong- and
the way to avoid this trick planted by the clever test writersLearn to avoid this time-draining
mistake on the test - why the technical terms you don't know can be a major stumbling block and
waste precious time, and the way that you can work around themThe secret to using the
contextual clues in the questions and the answer choices to make important distinctions
between the right and the wrong answer choicesThe two situations where you should NOT
check your answers thoroughlyHow to avoid careless mistakes by using the quick "double



check" system. It will more than pay for itself relative to the time it will take youTest writers will
often quote directly from the question in an answer- learn whether this is something you should
trust or avoidWhy "extreme statements" in the answer choices are dead giveaways for wrong
answers- find out how to detect the subtle differences between reasonable answers and the
answers that are almost always wrongLearn how to group your answer choices into "families"
that often narrows down the pool of correct answers- this is a quick way to immediately eliminate
one or two of the answer choices and increase your odds of getting the question rightNow,
you're probably wondering how and why we can do all the things we claim.Let us explain.Before
we go any further, let us clarify what Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam Secrets is not. It is not a
stale rehash of all of the things you have already learned in the past.Inpatient Obstetric Nurse
Exam Secrets is our exclusive collection of the tips and the information that we have specially
selected to give you the best results on the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam for the least time
spent studying. It's written in everyday language and is easy to use.We cover the 5 essential
skills necessary to do well on the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam, plus comprehensive reviews
covering all of the essential test sections individually.Don't take our word for it. Listen to what our
customers say about other Mometrix test preparation products.I purchased the Secrets file, and
I just wanted to let you know that I passed my test. I just want to thank you again, and hope you
have continued success in your ventures. Sincerely, Paul L.My name is Chris. I used the Secrets
study guide for five days. The study guide made the test so easy to understand. Like you said
this program is worth 100's of dollars. To me 1,000's!! THANKS, Chris G.I just had to thank you
guys for the test prep! I bought the guide as a last minute prep, I mean maybe 5 hours before the
test. Like I said, I had ZERO preparation! I was nervous about the test let alone receiving the
score I needed. I read the guide through only once before test time and needless to say, the only
way I passed was thanks to your refresher!! BrianI heard about your website from a friend. I am
enrolled in a review course, and in hindsight, I wish I wouldn't have taken my review course and
instead spent a fraction of the money on your program. Thank you! Zac L.You get at least 10
times your money's worth! --When you consider what's at stake with the exam, we believe the
value of our study guide gives you at least ten times your money's worth.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Dear Future Exam Success Story:First of all, THANK YOU for purchasing Mometrix study
materials!Second, congratulations! You are one of the few determined test-takers who are
committed to doing whatever it takes to excel on your exam. You have come to the right place.
We developed these practice tests with one goal in mind: to deliver you the best possible
approximation of the questions you will see on test day.Standardized testing is one of the
biggest obstacles on your road to success, which only increases the importance of doing well in
the high-pressure, high-stakes environment of test day. Your results on this test could have a
significant impact on your future, and these practice tests will give you the repetitions you need
to build your familiarity and confidence with the test content and format to help you achieve your
full potential on test day.Your success is our successWe would love to hear from you! If you
would like to share the story of your exam success or if you have any questions or comments in
regard to our products, please contact us at 800-673-8175 or support@mometrix.com.Thanks
again for your business and we wish you continued success!Sincerely,The Mometrix Test
Preparation Team Copyright © 2019 by Mometrix Media LLC. All rights reserved.Written
and edited by the Mometrix Exam Secrets Test Prep TeamPrinted in the United States of
America
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We have additional practice questions available. You can purchase GED Exam Practice
Questions (First Set): GED Practice Test & Exam Review for the General Educational
Development Test at

Practice TestReasoning Through Language ArtsReading ComprehensionQuestions 1-5 refer to
the following passage:There will come soft rains and the smell of the ground,And swallows
circling with their shimmering sound;And frogs in the pools singing at night,And wild plum trees
in tremulous white;Robins will wear their feathery fireWhistling their whims on a low fence-
wire;And not one will know of the war, not oneWill care at last when it is done.Not one would
mind, neither bird nor treeIf mankind perished utterly;And Spring herself, when she woke at
dawn,Would scarcely know that we were gone.1. How many stanzas does this poem have?a. 2b.
4c. 6d. 10e. 122. Which line uses personification?a. Line 2b. Line 4c. Line 7d. Line 10e. Line 113. 
The “we” used in line 12 refers toa. all of mankind.b. the victors of the war.c. Americans.d. the
poet and the reader.e. the animals.4. This poem is an example of a(n)a. sonnet.b. rhymed
verse.c. free verse.d. lyric.e. epic.5. Which of these statements offers the best summary of the
poem?a. Nature does not care about the affairs of mankind.b. It is the government’s



responsibility to fight a war.c. War has a devastating impact on nature.d. Wars should not be
fought in the spring.e. Robins will sing about the war.Questions 6-11 refer to the following
passage:George Washington Carver was always interested in plants. When he was a child, he
was known as the "plant doctor." He had a secret garden where he grew all kinds of plants.
People would ask him for advice when they had sick plants. Sometimes he'd take their plants to
his garden and nurse them back to health.Later, when he was teaching at Tuskegee Institute, he
put his plant skills to good use. Many people in the South had been growing only cotton on their
land. Cotton plants use most of the nutrients in the soil. (Nutrients provide nourishment to
plants.) So the soil becomes "worn out" after a few years. Eventually, cotton will no longer grow
on this land.This was especially bad for poor African American farmers, who relied on selling
cotton to support themselves. Carver was dedicated to helping those farmers, so he came up
with a plan.Carver knew that certain plants put nutrients back into the soil. One of those plants is
the peanut! Peanuts are also a source of protein.Carver thought that if those farmers planted
peanuts, the plants would help restore their soil, provide food for their animals, and provide
protein for their families--quite a plant! In 1896 peanuts were not even recognized as a crop in
the United States, but Carver would help change that.Carver told farmers to rotate their crops:
plant cotton one year, then the next year plant peanuts and other soil-restoring plants, like peas
and sweet potatoes. It worked! The peanut plants grew and produced lots of peanuts. The plants
added enough nutrients to the soil so cotton grew the next year.6. Why was George Washington
Carver known as the “plant doctor”?a. He studied medicine in college.b. He grew peanuts on
sick soil.c. He was a plant pathologist.d. He could nurse sick plants back to health.e. He knew
plants could put nutrients back into the soil.7. How is this passage structured?a. cause and
effectb. problem and solutionc. chronological orderd. compare and contraste. proposition and
support8. According to the passage, what problem were cotton farmers facing?a. They needed
food for their animals.b. Peanuts were not recognized as a crop in the United States.c. They
were growing too much cotton.d. Tuskegee Institute needed more teachers.e. The cotton had
stripped the land of its nutrients.9. How did Carver resolve the farmers’ problem?a. He told the
farmers to rotate their crops.b. He came up with a plan.c. He invented the peanut.d. He gave
advice to farmers with sick plants.e. He provided protein for the farmers’ families.10. This
passage is mainly abouta. how George Washington Carver invented the cotton gin.b. how
George Washington Carver became a teacher at the Tuskegee Institute.c. how George
Washington Carver helped farmers improve their crop production.d. why George Washington
Carver studied plants.e. how George Washington Carver made peanuts a recognized crop in the
United States.11. According to this passage, “crop rotation” can be described asa. planting a soil
depleting crop like cotton one year, and then planting a soil restoring plant like peanuts, the next
year.b. growing only one crop on the land year after year.c. nursing sick plants back to healthd.
studying plants at an institute.e. planting a large gardenRead the work instruction below, then
answer questions 12-16.JOB HAZARDS ANALYSIS1.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPEThis procedure
describes the Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) process for identifying, evaluating, controlling, and



communicating potential hazards and environmental impacts associated with operations or work
by the Tank Operations Contractor (TOC). It applies to all TOC work activities, including the
performance of field work involving general plant maintenance, operations, and environmental
remediation. This procedure applies to subcontractors who do not have an approved job hazard
analysis process.Everyone is required to work safely and to maintain a safe work environment.
Training procedures have been reviewed to ensure that workers are trained to the general
hazards associated with work at the tank farms. Visitors should be briefed on the general safety
hazards they may be exposed to and controls expected of them as part of their orientation.2.0
IMPLEMENTATIONThis procedure is effective on the date shown in the header.3.0
RESPONSIBILITIESResponsibilities are contained within Section 4.0.4.0 Methods for
Implementation of ControlsIn order to effectively implement necessary controls to mitigate or
eliminate hazards to the workers, the following guidelines should be used:4.1. The following
hierarchy of methods to eliminate or mitigate hazards shall be used indescending order, when
feasible and appropriate:A. Eliminate the hazard or substitution (e.g., different chemical cleaning
agent)B. Utilize engineering controls (e.g., ventilation)C. Administrative controls (e.g., dose
monitoring)D. Personal protective equipment (PPE) (e.g., self-contained breathing
apparatus)4.2. Controls within the qualification or training of the worker that are often used do
not needto be discussed in the work instructions. Examples: Use of leather gloves, safety
glasses of the proper type that the worker normally uses.4.3. Controls within the qualification or
training of the worker that are seldom used, and areapplicable to the entire work activity, should
be placed in the precautions as a reminder that the hazard exists and the workers are expected
to take the appropriate actions.Examples: Use of hearing protection due to a noisy environment
at the job site, or observation of overhead lines when they are present at the job site.4.4.
Controls within the qualification and training of the workers, but for hazards that areintroduced at
specific steps or by specific actions during the job, should have a warning or caution statement
immediately prior to the step but require no detailed mitigation instructions in the work
instructions. Example: a warning for the release of pressure when breaching a system that may
have residual pressure.4.5. Controls not within the qualification and training of the workers for
hazards should havedetailed instructions for how the workers are to mitigate the hazard and
should be in the work instructions or procedure in a way that is prominent and prevents or
mitigates the hazard. Example: the steps required to successfully release the pressure on a
system in an operation which is not normally performed.12. This document isa. a government
request for proposalsb. a process for making rules for working safelyc. a portion of a contractd. a
set of rules for working efficiently13. According to the procedure, if a worker is exposed to a
hazardous chemical, which of the following is the last thing that should be tried to prevent injury
or illness?a. Use a different chemical.b. Install fans to keep fumes away from the worker.c.
Measure the amount of exposure of each affected worker.d. Give the worker protective
clothing.14. Welders must always use goggles and are taught to use them as part of their basic
training. According to the text, the use of goggles during specific welding operations shoulda. be



prominently displayed at the beginning of the work instruction.b. be displayed as a caution prior
to the welding step described in the work instruction.c. be described in detail in the work
instruction.d. not be discussed in the work instruction.15. This passage would normally need to
be read and understood bya. managers at the site.b. laborers at the site.c. visitors to the site.d.
workers making deliveries to the site.16. Which of the following requires the most
comprehensive description within the work instructions?a. Controls that are part of the worker’s
training and are used routinelyb. Controls that are part of the worker’s training but that are
seldom usedc. Controls that are part of the worker’s training and that are required for specific
steps in the work procedured. Controls that are not part of the worker’s trainingRead the
following dialogue, then answer Questions 17-21.DOCTORThe Doctor and his wife come
onstage quarreling.Doctor: No, I tell you, I will do nothing of the kind. After all, I am the
master.Martine: And I tell you that I didn't go and marry you to put up with all your freaks.Doctor:
Oh, what an awful trouble it is to have a wife! How right Aristotle was when he said that a woman
is worse than the devil!Martine: Just listen to the clever man, with his fool of an Aristotle.Doctor:
Clever, indeed! You go and find a ditch-digger who can reason like me about everything, who
has served for six years a most famous doctor, and who in his youth could say the Latin
grammar by heart.Martine: Plague take the fool!Doctor: Plague take the wench!Martine: Cursed
be the day when I took it into my head to go and say "Yes!"Doctor: Cursed be the old idiot who
made me sign my ruin!Martine: It becomes you well to complain of our marriage! You should
thank Heaven every moment of your life for having me as a wife. And did you deserve, tell me, to
marry a woman like me?Doctor: True, indeed! You honored me too much, and I had reason to be
satisfied on our wedding-day. Gad! Don’t make me speak of it, or I might say certain
things.Martine: Well! What is it you'd say?Doctor: Enough of that. It is sufficient that I know what I
know, and that you were very lucky to have me.Martine: What do you mean by my being lucky to
have you? A man who reduces me to beggary; a debauched, deceitful villain, who eats up all I
possess.Doctor: That's a lie; I drink part of it.Martine: Who sells, bit by bit, all that we have in the
house.Doctor: That is what is called living on one's means.Martine: Who even sold the bed from
under me.Doctor: You'll get up all the earlier.Martine: A man who does not leave a single stick of
furniture in the house.Doctor: We move about more easily.Martine: And who does nothing from
morning to night but drink and gamble.Doctor: That's for fear of depression.Martine: And what
can I do with the children all the time?Doctor: Anything you like.Martine: I have four little ones on
my hands.Doctor: Put them down on the ground.Martine: They do nothing but ask for
bread.Doctor: Whip them. When I have eaten and drunk my fill, I wish everybody to live on the
fat of the land.Martine (threatening, moves toward him): And do you think, drunkard, that things
can always go on like this?Doctor: Now, my wife, gently, if you please.Martine: That I must
endure forever your insolence and excesses.Doctor (backing away): Do not get in a passion, my
dear wife.Martine: And that I shall not find the means of bringing you to a sense of your duty?
Doctor (standing his ground): My dear wife, you know that I am not very patient, and that I have a
good strong arm.17. This play is an example of aa. tragedyb. comedyc. dramad. soliloquy18.



When the Doctor curses “the old idiot who made me sign my ruin”, he is referring toa. someone
who loaned him moneyb. someone who sold him his housec. the clergyman who married him to
Martined. a government official19. When Martine criticizes the Doctor’s bad habits, such as
drinking and gambling, his answers may be described asa. glibb. regretfulc. defensived.
apologetic20. Which of the following best describes the Doctor’s personality?a. irascibleb.
intolerantc. irresponsibled. choleric21. When Martine grows angry and moves toward him,
threateningly, what is the Doctor’s first response?a. He grows angry as well.b. He shows fear.c.
He ignores her.d. He attempts to placate her.Read the following passage, then answer
questions 22-31:In ancient times, the people hunted the buffalo on the Great Plains. These huge
animals were their source of food and clothing. With stone-tipped spears, they stalked the great
beasts through the tall grasses. It was difficult and dangerous work, but they were forced to do it
in order to survive.At that time, there were many crows flying above the plains, as there are
today. But unlike the crows we see now, these birds were white. And they were friends to the
buffalo, which caused the hunters no end of travail. The white crows flew high above the plains,
where they could see all that was happening below. And when they saw that hunters were
approaching the herd, they would warn the buffalo. Swooping down low, they would land on the
heads of the great beasts and call out to them: “Beware! Beware! Hunters are coming from the
south! Caw, caw. Beware!” And the buffalo would stampede, leaving the hunters empty-
handed.This went on for some time, until the people were hungry, and something needed to be
done. A council was convened, and the chief of the people spoke to them. “We must capture the
chief of the crows, and teach him a lesson, he said. If we can frighten him, he will stop warning
the buffalo when our hunters approach, and the other crows will stop as well.”The old chief then
brought out a buffalo skin, one with the head and horns still attached. “With this, we can capture
the chief of the crows,” he said. And he gave the skin to one of the tribe’s young braves, a man
known as Long Arrow. “Disguise yourself with this, and hide among the buffalo in the herd,” the
chief told Long Arrow. “Then, when the chief of the crows approaches, you will capture him and
bring him back to the tribe.”So Long Arrow donned the buffalo skin disguise and went out onto
the plains. Carefully, he approached a large herd of buffalo and mingled among them,
pretending to graze upon the grasses. He moved slowly with the herd as they sought fresh food,
and he waited for the great white bird that was the chief of the crows.The other braves made
ready for the hunt. They prepared their stone-tipped spears and arrows, and they approached
the grazing herd of beasts, hiding in ravines and behind rocks to try to sneak up on them. But the
crows, flying high in the sky, saw everything. The chief of the crows saw the men in the ravines
and tall grasses, and eventually he came gliding down to warn the buffalo of the approaching
hunters.Hearing the great white crow’s warning, the herd ran from the hunters. All stampeded
across the plains except Long Arrow, still in his disguise. Seeing that Long Arrow remained, and
thinking that he was a buffalo like all the others, the great white crow flew to him and landed
upon his head. “Caw, caw. Hunters are approaching! Have you not heard my warning? Why do
you remain here?” But as the great bird cried out, Long Arrow reached from under his disguise



and grabbed the bird’s feet, capturing him. He pushed him into a rawhide bag and brought him
back to the tribal council.The people debated what to do with the chief of the crows. Some
wanted to cut his wings, so that he could not fly. Some wanted to kill him, and some wanted to
remove his feathers as punishment for making the tribe go hungry. Finally, one brave strode
forward in anger, grabbed the rawhide bag that held the bird, and before anyone could prevent it,
threw it into the fire.As the fire burned the rawhide bag, the big bird struggled to escape. Finally,
he succeeded in getting out of the bag and managed to fly out of the fire, but his feathers were
singed and covered with black soot from the fire. The chief of the crows was no longer white; he
was black – as crows are today.And from that day forward, all crows have been black. And
although they fly above the plains and can see all that transpires below, they no longer warn the
buffalo that hunters are approaching.22. According to the passage, the people used stone
spears to hunt the buffalo becausea. They had no metal.b. They had no horses.c. They needed
to eat.d. They were plentiful.23. The word travail (Line 9) meansa. Travel.b. Difficulty.c. Anger.d.
Fear.24. Which statement best describes what the chief of the crows represents in this passage?
a. He symbolizes all that is evil.b. He is a symbol representing all crows.c. He represents the
animal kingdom.d. He represents other predators who compete with the tribe.25. Which of the
following best describes the people’s motivation for wanting to capture the chief of the crows?a.
They hated birds.b. They wanted to turn him black.c. They wanted to eat him.d. They were
hungry.26. Long Arrow’s activities among the herd while disguised imply that hea. Had time to
kill.b. Wanted to fool the buffalo.c. Wanted to fool the crows.d. Had forgotten his stone-tipped
spear.27. In this tale, the rawhide bag and stone-tipped spears are both details thata. Are
important for the outcome of the tale.b. Paint a picture of the primitive culture of the people.c.
Make it clear that the people were dependent upon the buffalo.d. Show how the people
hunted.28. Why might the chief of the crows have landed upon Long Arrow’s head after seeing
the other buffalo stampede away?a. He thought his warning had not been heard.b. He wanted to
see the disguise.c. He thought that Long Arrow was an injured buffalo.d. He had no fear of
men.29. Once the bird has been caught, what emotions are revealed by the people’s
deliberations about how to deal with him?a. Angerb. A calm resolve to change the birds’
behaviorc. A feeling of celebration now that the bird has been caughtd. Hunger30. What does
the story tell us about why Long Arrow was selected for this task?a. He was the bravest man in
the tribe.b. He was related to the chief.c. He was able to act like a buffalo.d. The story says
nothing about why he was selected.31. What does this story suggest that the American Indians
thought of crows?a. They were dirty animals.b. They were clever animals.c. They were selfish
animals.d. They disliked the people in the tribe.Questions 32-38 are based on the following
passage:Zakov arrived at the prison shortly before noon, having dropped Ludmilla off at the train
station beforehand. He was relieved to find that Gorkhi had gone, for he found the chief to be a
bit bombastic, and was disposed to conduct the interrogation without him if he could. He was
fortunate in that one of Gorkhi’s men recognized him and let him in to see the prisoner.He found
the student sitting on the floor of a damp cell. The only illumination came from a small window



set high in the concrete wall. Nasadev raised red-rimmed eyes when the door opened, amid a
clatter of keys and bolts, and Zakov found himself again amazed at the lad’s homeliness,
rendered even more pathetic by features wet and swollen from weeping. Somewhat discomfited
by his own reaction, he forced a smile.The young man attempted to rise, but was hindered by
the shackles about his ankles.“Please, remain seated,” offered Zakov quickly, and joined him on
the earthen floor.  “Ludmilla delivered your note.  Just what kind of trouble are you in?”
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